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                                                                                                                     TEST 7 
 
1- Florence Nightingale, who cared .......... soldiers wounded in 

the Crimean War, established nursing ......... a profession 
after the war and devoted the rest of her life to improving 
hospital care. 

 
A) by/for   B) about/of  C) from/by                                            
D) through/In  E) for/as 
 

2- The birds flew ........... the water and headed .......... the shore. 
 

A) under/at   B) around/over  C) over/towards                                   
D) into/upon  E) out of/into 
 

3- Because of the Muslim ban .......... the use of the human 
figure in art, there was little development of painting and 
sculpture in Turkey .......... 1923, when the ban was lifted. 

 
A) on/until   B) to/by   C) from/in                                            
D) about/of   E) for/since 
 

4- The seas .......... Turkey contain many different species of 
fish, but the fishing industry is only .......... minor 
importance. 

 
A) into/on   B) around/of  C) in/about                                            
D) with/under  E) from/with 
 

5- I don't know how he manages it, but Leonard can't speak 
.......... Louise ........... making her angry. 

 
A) about/for   B) for/with  C) from/by                                            
D) to/without  E) at/before 
 

6- Since I eat no meat......... all, I can't tell the difference ......... 
beef and lamb, I'm afraid. 

 
A) In/over   B) with/about  C) at/between                                      
D) by/from   E) for/with 
 

7- The plane rose up ....... the clouds and into the clear sky 
........ them. 

 
A) about/with  B) beyond/behind  C) around/on                                       
D) through/above  E) under/from 
 

8- Emil Zatopek was known ........... his speed ........... the 
10.000 metres.  

 
A) by/on   B) for/in   C) from/along                                       
D) about/with  E) with/over 
 

9- It's quite obvious from her relationships ........... her children 
that she has absolutely no discipline .......... them. 

 
A) In/out of   B) between/by  C) at/about                                          
D) for/into   E) with/over 
 

10- Bumper crops always used to be good news ......... fanners, 
but in today's world commodity markets, over-production 
can mean a sharp fall ......... world prices. 

 
A) for/in B) by/from C) over/for D) with/by E) about/to 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11- James dropped the ice cubes ........... the glass, and then filled 
it .......... lemonade. 

 
A) out of/at   B) Into/with  C) at/from                                 
D) from/for   E) by/about 
 

12- Lonnie drove ........... the accident and never thought ........... 
stopping to help. 
A) into/with   B) over/about  C) around/for                                        
D) past/of   E) out of/from 

 
 
13- Veronica spent .......... £300 ........... her new evening dress. 
 

A) around/at   B) for/for  C) about/from                                     
D) over/on   E) from/in 
 

14- Situated .......... the north coast of Africa, Algeria is the 
second largest country .......... the continent. 

 
A) in/in   B) to/over  C) around/for                                      
D) into/among  E) on/in 
 

15- Standard French is based ........... the dialect of Paris, called 
Francien, though numerous other regional dialects persist 
.......... France. 

 
A) to/over   B) from/into  C) on/throughout                               
D) with/around  E) into/In 
 

16- The black widow is notorious ............ the toxicity of its 
venom ........... humans. 

 
A) on/for   B) for/to   C) with/about                               
D) in/Into   E) over/upon 
 

17- ........... the Egyptian language, the same word is used ........... 
'bread1 and 'life1. 

 
A) In/for   B) By/from  C) With/in                                           
D) At/about   E) For/as 
 

18- .......... the cabin it was hot and humid, but.......... on the deck, 
it was cold and windy. 

 
A) At/around  B) Within/upon  C) About/under                                  
D) From/into  E) Inside/out 
 

19- Although some insects also produce silk, they do so only 
.......... one stage of their lives; spiders, on the other hand, 
can produce silk .......... their lifetimes. 

 
A) with/towards  B) before/with  C) about/over                                    
D) In/around  E) during/throughout 
 

20- Luke plans .......... the future but forgets .......... the present. 
 

A) to/for   B) for/about  C) over/with                                        
D)  in/with   E) around/at 
 

21- The dog escaped ......... its lead and ran .......... the road. 
 

A) on/over   B) from/across  C) without/at                        
D) to/from   E) into/on 
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22- We went to the beach to swim .......... the sea and came home 
covered .......... oil. 

 
A) on/by   B) at/from  C) by/for                                                  
D) along/with  E) in/in 
 

23- When the boat sailed ........... the harbour, we looked ........... 
trying to find out where we were. 

 
A) on/about   B) over/out  C) into/around                                     
D) above/in   E) from/at 
 

24- I've written down your uncle's address, along ......... his 
phone number, ........... a piece of paper and put it in your 
bag. 

 
A) with/on   B) for/with  C) Into/by                                             
D) at/into   E) over/for 
 

25- .......... the aid of the green substance called chlorophyll, 
green plants use the energy in sunlight to change carbon 
dioxide and water ......... carbohydrates and other food 
materials. 

 
A) With/into  B) On/about  C) Over/to                                               
D) From/as   E) For/with 
 

26- The noise sounded .......... the sea, but actually It was the cars 
.......... the motorway. 

 
A) over/upon B) from/for  C) by/through                                      
D) like/on   E) near/at 
 

27- Susan was nearly six feet tall........... her high heels and 
barely five  feet tall ............ them. 

 
A) by/in  B) from/for  C) over/under  
D) with/over  E) in/without 
 

28- The staff were talking ........... the manager when he came 
........... the room, so they suddenly got quiet. 

 
A) to/from   B) about/into  C) with/about                                      
D) from/for   E) for/around 
 

29- Turkey controls one of the most vital seaways in Europe — 
the two sets .......... narrow straits that link the Black Sea 
........... the Mediterranean.  

 
A) in/on   B) for/by  C) with/to                                                
D) of/with   E) by/between 
 

30- In the years 1981 to 1983, the Eiffel Tower underwent 
extensive renovation and reconstruction .......... preparation 
.......... its l00th anniversary in 1989. 

 
A) with/in   B) about/of  C) In/for                                                  
D) by/as   E) for/to 
 

31- .......... the countries of Europe, France ranks fourth in size 
.......... Russia, Germany and the Ukraine. 

 
A) Within/on  B) Among/behind  C) For/with                                           
D) From/above  E) In/through 
 

32- Babies need people to love them and have fun ......... them, 
because U is in this way that they develop vital human 
abilities and qualities ......... talking, planning and 
cooperation. 

 
A) over/for   B) with/like  C) about/from                                        
D) after/beyond  E) for/as 
 

33- The police handled the package .......... care, fearing there 
might be a bomb........  

 
A) from/off   B) by/about  C) about/within  
D) for/over  E) with/inside 
 

34- .......... 250 years old, Baltimore retains many visible links 
........... its historic past. 

 
A) About/on   B) For/of  C) From/out of                                      
D) Over/with  E) Below/upon 
 

35- Recently, some zoos have expanded their recreation role 
........... conservation and efforts to save animal species 
.......... extinction. 

 
A) with/in   B) about/for  C) at/with                                               
D) to/from   E) for/through 
 

36- He has been ill.....;..... flu ............ the day he arrived. 
 

A) with/since B) for/on  C) by/from                                           
D) as/after   E) from/by 
 

37- The burglar climbed in .......... the window alone, but left via 
the front door .......... the police. 

 
A) from/at   B) through/with  C) of/from                                          
D) with/out of  E) by/for 
 

38- Turkey occupies a position .......... Europe and Asia, and this 
geographical location has had a major influence ......... the 
country's history.  

 
A) on/about   B) from/for  C) between/on                                     
D) through/in  E) to/over 
 

39- Cleo dropped her ring .......... the drain twice ......... the same 
week. 

 
A) down/in   B) under/at  C) for/over                                             
D) with/in   E) to/since 
 

40- Jonathan has become friends .......... a tramp who lives .......... 
Waterloo Bridge. 

 
A) to/over   B) for/through  C) about/in                                            
D) from/into  E) with/under 
 

41- The king was made to live out his days ........... exile rather 
than be killed ........... the new rulers. 

 
A) on/with   B) from/as  C) at/for                                                 
D) with/from  E) in/by 
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42- The old man lived ........... a mountain top ........... his cat and 
two dogs. 

 
A) in/for   B) from/like  C) on/with                                            
D) near/at   E) at/after 
 

43- Maria is taking care .......... my cat while I am away ......... 
holiday. 

 
A) for/with   B) of/on   C) after/to                                               
D) with/for   E) about/after 
 

44- It's impolite to talk .......... your mouth full .......... food. 
 

A) by/with   B) to/about  C) with/of                                             
D) like/from   E) about/in 
 

45- He has a year .......... the most to live, but he is trying to 
make the best ........... it. 

 
A) In/from   B) for/towards  C) at/of                                                 
D) about/in   E) from/with 
 

46- Sue hadn't been ......... anyone in her family for ages and was 
surprised to learn that both of her brothers had got married. 

 
A) on the tip of  B) In common with   C) on behalf of                                     
D) for the sake of  E) In touch with 
 

47- Though Brian searched everywhere for his lost wallet, his 
efforts were ........... as he never found it.  

 
A) on his own  B) in vain  C) out of reach                                     
D) by mistake  E) by no means 
 

48- I don't usually drink alcohol, but........... I enjoy a glass of 
scotch. 

 
A) on occasions  B) without delay  C) at random                                        
D) on the hour  E) for the time being 

49- Henry's new Persian carpet looked beautiful In the shop, 'but 
In his super modern apartment, It looked a bit........... so he 
decided to sell it. 

 
A) by mistake  B) in error  C) out of place                                      
D) on the whole  E) in fashion 
 

50- After their huge row, they continued their dinner ........... 
since they couldn't think of anything else to say. 

 
A) on the whole B) on guard  C) out of order                                      
D) In silence  E) for once 
 

51- The cleaners did such a terrible job that I had to ......... 
everything .......... before my guests arrived. 

 
A) do/over   B) get/In   C) throw/away                                     
D) make/up   E) settle/down 
 
 
 
 
 
 

52- Though he felt bad about it, he had to .......... his daughter 
......... and miss her birthday party because of work. 

 
A) bring/up   B) let/down  C) leave/out                                           
D) sort/out   E) give/up 
 

53- Being six-foot tall and blond, the two Norwegian 
anthropologists really.......... and attracted a lot of attention 
when they worked in Africa. 

 
A) took after   B) showed off  C) got away                                          
D) stood out   E) handed in 
 
 

54- The region of Latin America is .......... South America, 
Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies. 

 
A) looked down on  B) run out of  C) made up of                                     
D) caught up with  E) dropped out of 
 
 

55- Despite numerous phone calls and visits to the information 
centre, we could never .......... exactly when or where the 
concert was. 

 
A) look up B) find out C) hold on D) call off E) look into 
 
 

56- With the growth of industry and its demand for coal and 
other minerals, natural systems began to break down 
because they could not........... the stresses induced by human 
activities. 

 
A) look down on  B) run out of        C) come up against                             
D) grow out of  E) put up with 
 
 

57- I.......... hope of ever seeing my bicycle again when it was 
stolen, so I was very surprised to get it back just two days 
later. 

 
A) pointed out  B) handed in  C) dropped off                                        
D) gave up   E) put out 
 
 

58- When walking in the jungle, you should ............ for snakes 
and spiders because they are often difficult to see. 

 
A) take up   B) try on   C) get into                                               
D) look out   E) see off 
 
 

59- We all wanted to go home, but the director insisted that we 
should .......... practicing the scene until it was perfect. 

 
A) carry on   B) show up  C) break down  
D) take off  E) take over 
 
 

60- I always get depressed by the long winter, but as soon as the 
first flowers of spring ............. my mood improves greatly.  

 
A) hold on   B) go with  C) come out                                            
D) take over   E) break in 
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